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Introduction and Overview

Religion and Theism

In Primitive Culture (), Tylor defined religion as belief in immaterial and
extraordinary beings as souls, ghosts, saints, angels, demons, and gods.
Subsequently other broather definitions of religion were advanced, in which
belief in gods was not explicit, so if we want to search into the origins of
beliefs in gods, as the aim of this book is, we may more appropriately say
that we are searching into the origin of theism, defining this term as belief
in immaterial and extraordinary beings endowed with immense power,
personal features (more or less anthropomorphic), and who enter in some
ways into relations with humans.

Studies of religion based on scientific points of view (natural, psycho-
logical, and cognitive ones) had their relevant first appearance in W. James’
work (). After a long period of latency, they had a new beginning in
, thanks to Mandell’s and Guthrie’s brief, but intriguing, essays, a slow
increase in ’ years (e. g.Guthrie , Boyer , Alper , and Burkert
) and a spreading after , with studies peculiarly regarding: a) cogni-
tive abilities that allow either belief in gods or other peculiarities of religion
in a broader sense, and, b), aspects of religion examined from a Darwinian
point of view (Note Intro ).

A minor importance has been given to studies devoted to search how
god concept (i.e. theism) rose in human mind, in other words how humans
passed from a time in which no god concept was in their minds to a time in
which there were god concepts, and why.

A scientific study on the production in the human mind of thoughts and
emotions must identify the mechanism of production of the thoughts or
emotions under study and the stimulus that trigger this mechanism. These
two elements, the mental/brain mechanism and the triggering stimulus, are
therefore the key elements we must identify and characterize in a scientific
study regarding the origin of theism.

Till , studies on the rising of theism were practically standing still
Freud. In Totem und Tabu (/) Freud suggested a reconstruction of
theism rising in which god concept was the projection in a superhuman
world of the “primordial horde’s father”, made by his own sons, after they
had killed him.
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One of the critical points of Freud’s theory was the figure of the “Father”,
because contemporaneous or near following anthropological research (as
that one of Malinowski on Trobriand Islands) had shown that there were
human groups where this figure did not exist. Morris, in , re–proposed
in new dress Freud’s theory replacing the figure of the “father” by that one
of the α male of Primates’ groups and making less traumatic its elimination.
In Freud’s and Morris’ hypotheses the mental mechanisms were congruent
respectively with psychoanalytic theory and ethological knowledge of their
time, the triggering stimulus was the remorse for parricide in Freud and a
vacuum of power for Morris. A more detailed discussion of these mechanisms
and stimuli are in chapter V, § V. a.

In , Maser and Gallup published a groundbreaking study on the
origin of theism. In it they asked

[a] By what mechanism or process did theism appear as an attribute of some form
of life? [b] In which of the various prehistoric species of the genus Homo did this
ability first arise? [c] Do only humans or can other species conceive of God? [. . . ]
[T]he theory we present is, unlike its precedessors, potentially testable. (p. )

The answer to the question a) was grounded on three basic concepts:

) Self–awareness (i.e., self–recognition);
) Mind;
) Foreknowledge of death.

a) Self–recognition or consciousness alone may be a necessary but hardly
sufficient condition to allow an organism the capacity to conceive of God.
What is needed is mind. (p. )

b) Mind [. . . ] is defined by the ability to () reflect on one’s own thoughts and
emotions (i.e., to be aware of being aware) and () to use this capacity as a
basis for inferring the experience of others. Psychologists have spoken of
the second ability as “projection” and “anthropomorphism” when humans
attribute human or human–like emotions or thoughts to species other than
our own. (p. )

c) We contend that mind is a necessary but not sufficient condition for theistic
thought. [. . . ] We maintain that the capacity to conceive of God comes with
mind, but the primary driving force is the understanding that the self is
subject to annihilation.
The realization of the inevitability of our own demise is the unique price
paid for self–awareness. In terms of our theory, death is a major motivational
componebt forcing into use our cognitive to conceive of God.
Foreknowledge of one’s own death is [. . . ] the ultimate attibution based on
self–awareness: conception of a God with human characteristics, whose
roles include previding for some type of continued existence of self after
death. (pp. –)
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The answer Maser and Gallup gave to the question b) seems to us as
remaining unclear (indeed we think in  there were too few data to
answer such a question).

The answer to the question c) seems to be ambiguous.
However these two last sentences could be rushed: readers may turn to

original article for accuracy (Bering  may be also useful for criticism to
question “c”).

In , coauthored with S. Giammanco, Ernandes presented a more
detailed mechanism of theism’s first rising, a mechanism triggered by a pre-
cise stimulus, at the XII Congress of the Italian Anthropological Association.
This study was published (Ernandes and Giammanco ) in Italian, in
the Proceedings of the Congress. Afterwards (), advised by Brunetto
Chiarelli, Ernandes and Giammanco published it in a more ample way in
the Mankind Quarterly.

In  Ernandes, invited by Michael Winkelman for the sessions he
was organizing, presented this theory (and a study on the neurobiological
bases of Aztec cannibalism) at the Annual Meeting of the Society for
the Scientific Study of Religion (Note Intro ). Ernandes presented this
theory subsequently at the XIX Biennial Conference of the International
Society for Human Ethology (ISHE) held at Bologna (Ernandes et al.
), at the year  Conference of the International Association for
the Psychology of Religion held at Vienna (Di Giugno et al. ), and
at the First Conference of the European Society for the study of Human
Evolution (ESHE), held at Leipzig (Ernandes et al. ). Meanwhile he
had the opportunity of publishing this and correlated issues in Italian
(Ernandes , ).

Two Main Startpoints

The main startpoints of above cited studies were principally two, the first
one arising from neurobiology, the second one from ethology.

As for the first startpoint, since «Thoughts and beliefs [such as theistic or
religious ones] are necessarily dependent on neuro–physiological activity
of the brain» (Delgado ) it was necessary to consider human brain’s
evolution, its phylogenetic history, to understand its functions. Among
evolutionary systematizations of brain’s structures, Ernandes (and S. Gi-
ammanco) chose the triune brain model developed by Paul D. MacLean,
particularly from  to .

MacLean described primate’s brain as formed by three principal philo-
genetic structure that, even if already present, in various degree, in the
brains of Fish and Amphibia, developed and characterized their functions in
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Amniotic vertebrates (Reptilia, Aves and Mammalia), and these three ones
have become integrated during evolution. He termed them respectively as:

) (proto) Reptilian Complex (R–complex);
) Paleomammalian Brain (or Limbic System);
) Neomammalian Brain.

The R–complex is fundamental for genetically constituted forms of
behavior as hunting, homing, mating, breeding, imprinting and forming
social hierarchies. The Limbic System may be seen as a regulator of the
R–complex, and most of this regulation seems to be inhibitory, while the
Neomammalian brain is the main seat of mind capabilities as, in humans,
self–consciousness or the connections of causality.

The second startpoint was constituted by the ethological observation
that, paraphrasing Morris, : , the most important theistic displays
consist in the gathering of several human groups who perform repeated
and prolonged demonstrations of submission toward dominant individuals.
These dominant individuals take different forms in each culture but they
share some characteristics including an immense power. (See quote in § III. 
for the original text).

Mechanisms and Triggering Stimuli for Theistic Thoughts

For what concern the genesis of the ideas of such immense power beings,
Ernandes and coworkers were in agreement with authors as Freud or
Morris that such beings could have been the projection result of the figure
of dominant males Primates, expecially of Single Male breeding groups.
But, human beings that did such a projection had to possess a brain fit to
do it (a brain endowed with a fourth or fifth level of intentionality, as we’ll
see at § V. b), and it was easy to observe, in studies of scholars engaged in
human evolution, that when human ancestors attained the necessary brain
capacity, there was not in their groups, since several millennia, the figure of
the absolute dominant male: as a matter of fact, on the basis of the sexual
dimorphism noticed in fossils, and inferring social behaviour from it, most
scholars think that in ancient groups of Hominini endowed with low sexual
dimorphism (as in genus Homo), there wasn’t any individual that could
act as realistic example of a “Being with immense power” (according to
Freud’s and Morris’ terminology). Indeed, low sexual dimorphism is related
with low male–male competition social system in which there is not an
absolute dominant male, whereas high sexual dimorphism is related with
high male–male competition social system in which an absolute dominant
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male normally arises. When individuals of genus Homo achieved brain
capacity and mental abilities that were necessary to perform the projection
we are studying, they were endowed with large brains and low sexual
dimorphism (i.e. their groups were lacking of the figure of an absolute
dominant male).

How did it happen, therefore, that among human beings with a low
male–male competition social system we can find a projection in the super–
human world of a being with immense power that should have to be
associated with a high male–male competition social system?

A possible answer is that the human brain preserved, even if inactive
or inhibited, structures and hierarchy forming functions in its R–complex.
Consequently we can deduce that at some time in the course of human
evolution the hierarchy forming structure of the R–complex has been set
free from the inhibitory action of the Limbic System; this was presumably
a consequence of a strong external stimulus which, causing a psychic
trauma, weakened the inhibitory action of the Limbic System. Indeed,
according to evolutionary psychology, all human behaviors are a product
of internal mechanisms in conjunction with inputs that cause activation of
those mechanisms. We may presume that the “input” for the Prehistoric
man consisted in the acquisition of the awareness of his own mortality.
Homo sapiens is conscious of being mortal, but he does not recognize
this fact as a natural datum. Instead he feels that death is a violence
he has to suffer: we may presume that in this way death could have
been considered by early humans. As Neocortex seeks to determine
agents who cause phenomena, early humans tried to find the cause of
death, but failed to find an empirical cause. Because of this shock, the
Limbic System activity on R–complex would have had a variation that
caused the activation of hierarchic R–complex structures and that led the
Neocortical structures to accept the idea, proposed by the R–complex,
that a “Powerful, but unseen, Being” was the agent of death. After this,
the Neocortical association areas, in relations to ecological, cultural, and
social environments, and inputs from encephalic operators, developed
various systems of religion.

As a result of the  meeting, Winkelman and Ernandes remained in
touch, and, as they had a common background on Triune Brain model and
on serotonin studies, sometimes they have planed a work comprising and
integrating both Ernandes’ study on the origin of theism and Winkelman’s
studies on altered states of consciousness and shamanism.

But, time shortness and other difficulties have led Ernandes to limit this
work to the origin of theism; nevertheless, Ernandes will use sometimes
Winkelman’s studies (of particular interest are, also for readers, that ones
from  to ).
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So here, (in particular in chapter V, §§ V. a and V. b), Ernandes’ neurobi-
ological and evolutionary explanation of the origin of theism is re–expound,
with updates and improvements.

This explanation is preceded, in the chapters from I to IV, by a survey of
the neurobiological and ethological knowledge that underlies it.

Some reader may ask why Ernandes uses “we” instead of “I” in this
book. Answers are three:

) as above written, some previous draft were intended to have both
Ernandes and Winkelman as co–authors;

) Ernandes avoids the use of the pronoun “I” if it is not necessary;
) Ernandes uses the pronoun “we” to involve readers in the course

of some argumentations (captatio benevolentiae, or “fishing for good
will”): of course, reader may not agree, but Ernandes hopes some
readers do.

In Summary

In the First Chapter, we state definitions, observations, and assumptions
concernine the search for the biological bases of theism, and we delineate
MacLean’s Triune Brain model in relation with subsequent amendaments and
integrations. Indeed here we examine the triune brain model reappraising
it in relation with recent knowledge in neurobiological and evolutionary sci-
ences (as the studies in comparative and evolutionary neurobiology edited
by Kaas () in which, for the first time, over  distinguished neurosci-
entists have assembled the current state–of–art knowledge on how nervous
systems evolved throghout the animal kingdom).

In the Second Chapter we discuss Triune Brain’s functions. This chapter
could appear somewhat long, but this is due to the fact that the descriptions
of brain functions are not limited to those strictly necessary for explaining
the origins of theism, but they are expanded so that they can serve as bases
for studies on the formation of cultures and human behaviors (that, for the
most part, are found to contribute to theistic, or religious in a broad sense,
thinkings and behaviors).

The Third Chapter has an ethological setting. Starting from the analysis
of the submissive behaviors characterizing theistic religions, their phyloge-
netic origins are searched, ending with a comparison between human and
animal (expecially primate) dominance–submission behaviors.

In the Fourth Chapter we delineate a survey of social behaviors of Pri-
mates and of the changes of human social behaviors in Hominin phylogeny
inferred from fossil and comparative studies.
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In the First § of the Fifth Chapter we discuss the hypothesis that theism
originated by means of a projection in a supernatural world of the figure of
the primordial horde’s father (Freud, –) or of that one of the dominant
male of a Single Male primate breeding group. We show agreement as to
regards the concept of projection, but disagreement regarding mechanism
and time.

In the Second § we expound, with updates and improvements, the neu-
robiological and evolutionary explanation of the origin of theism that Er-
nandes elaborated, as above reported, from  to .

In the Sixth Chapter we expound some conclusions and considerations
on by–product vs adaptation opposing aspects of theism or, more broadly,
of religions.

In the Seventh Chapter we describe some kinds of divine beings or
gods relating them with the different brain regions that mainly characterize
them, and also we sketch the deification of some kinds of human great
chiefs.


